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How I wish you were my daughter!

You are exactly what I should choose if I could have a daughter,  

and I would be the right sort of mother for one like you.

Marjorie to Julia

My parents . . . are so generous with everything they can give.

What you gave me is what they cannot give.

Julia to Marjorie

The discordant harmony and nuanced drama that pervade the rela-
tionship of Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings and Julia Scribner Bigham reach cre-
scendo in these two declarations of filial devotion, born out of a love finally 
impossible to define. And even to attempt definition of their special bond 
is to rob both of what they prized most, their privacy. Yet the intellectual 
depth and the historical importance of what they express in these letters 
demands examination, especially because the exchanges are such compelling 
manifestations of female discourse as it exists in, responds to, and transcends 
the overwhelming presence of patriarchy and its omnipresent voice. Here, 
there is no need to employ a Bechdel-Wallace test to determine whether two 
named women are present and having a conversation that does not involve 
men. Whether they are discussing literature, music, current events, men, 
women, friends, celebrities, gifts, family, health, drinking, parents, or sex, 
their correspondence continually interrogates their identities and roles in 
the patriarchal world in which they lived and wrote their lives. They are 
two women talking, in the most intimate and comfortable ways, outside the 
presence of men.
 When they first met on 3 December 1939 at the Scribner estate “Dew 
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Hollow,” Marjorie, a seasoned forty-three-year-old, had reached a pinnacle 
most writers can only fantasize. She had been awarded the Pulitzer Prize 
for The Yearling (1938), the rite-of-passage bildungsroman of a Cracker boy 
who must shoot his pet deer to ensure his family’s survival. Julia, then a 
precocious twenty-one-year-old, was already confronting the demons of 
maturation, haunted by a pedigree emblazoned upon her by a male pub-
lishing dynasty of epical proportion, the House of Charles Scribner’s Sons. 
What makes their association all the more remarkable is that Marjorie was 
from the middle class, Julia from the upper crust. Normally such twain 
seldom join, at least in the profoundly intimate manner represented in this 
correspondence. But it did, largely because The Yearling, composed under 
the tutelage of the celebrated editor Maxwell E. Perkins, was not only a 
Pulitzer-Prize novel, it was an unexpected bestseller for Scribners, and as 
such a much-needed financial infusion for the press. There is no evidence 
that Julia, still a more sophisticated teenager than settled adult, knew any-
thing substantive about The Yearling, other than it was making “daddy” 
(aka Charles Scribner III) a lot of money. It is not surprising, therefore, 
that the Scribners would make a celebratory stop in Jacksonville some two 
months after their first meeting to visit their newly crowned novelist before 
continuing on to the lavishness of West Palm Beach. What is surprising, 
shocking really, is that they agreed to make the ninety-mile trip through 
the formidable scrub over to Cross Creek, the isolated home of Marjorie, a 
hamlet then so remote that only the most knowledgeable Florida Crackers 
knew exactly where it was. One can only imagine what the socially crested 
Vera Gordon Bloodgood Scribner, spouse of Charles III and mother of 
Julia, thought when she was confronted by a front gate overwhelmed by 
wild flowers that gave entry to a mostly sand yard that in turn enveloped a 
Cracker house built crudely on pilings. The Scribner home in Far Hills, New 
Jersey, was grand and stately; the Rawlings home on the partly unpaved 
road to Cross Creek was beset by age, sagged precipitously, seemingly held 
up by an open lean-to garage that partly hid the “Kohler,” a sometimes-
reliable generator and only source of electricity.
 Even more astonishing, the Scribners agreed to stay the night of Sunday, 
25 February 1940. Marjorie’s reports suggest that Vera, the not-always-pres-
ent but almost-always-critical mother, was requisitely polite, even though 
upon arrival she came down immediately with a “vicious” headache. The 
reaction of Charles III is not known, no doubt because his nobility of charac-
ter was not challenged by the vastness of the scrub or the quaintness of Mar-
jorie’s struggling orange grove. Julia, whom Rawlings described as a “most 
unusual person,” fell immediately in love with what she saw. She begged off 
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the return to Jacksonville and the onward journey toward the luxury of West 
Palm Beach. Instead she stayed two weeks with Marjorie, returning to New 
York on 11 March. It was paradise found for Julia. Not only did she not have 
to dress up for formal dinners, she actually had to dress down to accommo-
date the vagaries of a wilderness heretofore unimagined by her. An alumna 
of the fashionable Foxcroft School in Middleburg, Virginia, she now had to 
be instructed on how to avoid poisonous snakes, to dodge massive alligators, 
and to eat what she and Marjorie shot or caught, cooked in a Dutch oven 
over an open fire while camping in the scrub. Julia was used to the pasto-
ral life of New England. She was no innocent. She understood the rugged 
New England grandeur made famous in the poems of Robert Frost. But this 
was different. Cross Creek represented frontier life, where a single mistake 
in judgment could prove costly, even fatal. Julia loved the adventure. And 
Marjorie loved her for loving it. In a fortnight, their lifetime bond was set. 
Marjorie became Julia’s confidante, in effect her mother by proxy. Equally 
important, Julia became the daughter that circumstance had denied the too-
often child-lonely Marjorie.
 The sheer wonder and the full breadth of their letters are astonishing. 
No subject is off limits; no pursuit beyond dignity. The letters are a diary 
of their passions, of their fears, and more often than expected of their hurt. 
They chronicle a history of two disparate but kindred souls determined to 
survive and to flourish in spite of the barriers placed before them, not the 
least of which the male culture that, wittingly or unwittingly and always sys-
temically, controlled their space. Whatever the obstacles, they stood their 
ground, argued their case, and suffered fools reluctantly. Julia had been 
raised in the closed—to her stifling—atmosphere of “Scribner’s Sons,” where 
posh and preferment were the raisons d’être. Marjorie, on the other hand, 
was confronted daily by the ubiquitous Crackers, who viewed her as an out-
sider, a Yankee—an appellation she resented—and who evaluated her largely 
through the telescopic lens of the so-called Late Unpleasantness, known in 
the North as the Civil War. Even more unfathomable to Marjorie were the 
Blacks, whose ancestors had survived not only the agonies of chattel slavery 
but the shackles of ineffective Reconstruction as well. Jim Crow laws were 
alive and flourishing, enforced rigorously by the Klan. Resentments ran deep. 
The aristocratic Julia knew little of the Black or of the White culture of the 
South, since she was kept from it all by her Scribner exclusivity. Marjorie’s 
Cross Creek opened up a whole new world to Julia. Both Marjorie and Julia 
seemed to share a mutual concern for social justice, at least in theory. How-
ever, Marjorie’s social fuse was too often short, owing to adverse experiences; 
Julia’s fuse seemed shorter, owing to her elitist expectations. In response to 
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all of the often absurd circumstances they were placed in because they were 
women, their keynotes are persistence and irreverence. The Foxcroft-refined 
Julia peppers her language with variations of “shit,” her favorite expletive. In 
a particularly revealing description to Norton, Marjorie claims that she is 
often astonished by Julia’s language: “[S]he curse[s] worse than I do. She has 
so many of my characteristics . . . that it does seem as though she were my 
daughter, or at least closer kin than anyone in her own family. As a matter of 
fact, she is more vulgar than I, and uses words I should not dream of using. I 
picked her a choice navel orange the other day, and as she peeled it, she said 
gloomily, ‘A bird did something on it.’ I said Nonsense, and please to show 
me any such thing. . . . She simply shouted across the grove, ‘I guess I know 
bird shit when I see it!’” (Love Letters 289). The truth is Marjorie revels in 
Julia’s defiance of social decorum, much the same defiance she herself had 
exhibited before her sorority at the University of Wisconsin when she dared 
call for racial justice in 1918.
 As time passed, Marjorie made a serious effort to confront the contradic-
tion between her racial attitudes and her behavior. She was aware of and 
worked hard to conquer her own prejudice, but as these letters demonstrate 
she was not doing a very good job of it. Sadly, Marjorie tossed about racial 
epithets with abandon, especially when she was drinking, and especially to-
ward her maids and grove workers. Julia was more circumspect, perhaps 
more liberal, but she could do and did little or nothing to silence her mentor. 
Early on Julia sensed that the Black culture of Cross Creek was an ever-pres-
ent and much-needed emolument for Marjorie. After all, it was the Blacks 
who chopped her grove, cooked her food, cleaned her home, and in return 
suffered her racist outbursts. It was in the end a utilitarian compromise. 
Marjorie needed the Blacks, and the Blacks came to need Marjorie. Truth 
be told, the White denizens of Cross Creek, the so-called Crackers, wanted 
nothing to do with the menial chores consigned to the so-called niggers. The 
Crackers, who like the Blacks possessed an uncommon sense of nobility that 
defied their circumstances, hunted and fished and distilled corn squeezin’s 
with and for Marjorie, with their first step always one ahead of the law. In 
the most meaningful way, the Crackers also were indispensable to Marjorie 
because they provided her not only with the food of life but also with the 
food that nurtured her literary soul, and ambition. These letters dramati-
cally convey that mutual interdependence, between Yankee and Cracker and 
Yankee and Black, as Marjorie informs and instructs Julia on the subtleties 
of human endeavor—more precisely, human endeavor as Marjorie perceived 
it, mainly through the contradictory interactions with her employees. Idella 
Parker, who Marjorie famously later called her “perfect maid,” provides the 
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emblem of this paradox. Idella begins her tenure at Cross Creek with Mar-
jorie describing her to Julia as “the new nigger” (25 November 1940). By the 
next year, after Idella complains that she is afraid she will be replaced by the 
daughter of Martha Mickens, Adrenna, Marjorie tells Julia, “did I hurry to 
assure her that there was no thought of such a thing, that I could not ask [for] 
a better maid than she, Idella” (9 March 1941). Marjorie’s altered sensibility 
is unfortunately short-lived as she continues in the next sentence: “Adrenna 
is a born trouble-maker, and she and Martha will be up to plots to drive 
off my good Idella. I can outwit men, but am a feeble thing against niggers. 
They have the same low cunning that Pat [her dog] has, and it makes you 
feel very foolish” (9 March 1941). For her part, Julia seems mainly to have 
ignored such racist disquisitions on the help, as in her next letter. The travails 
of Cross Creek go unmentioned, but she thanks Marjorie for the gift of salt-
water taffy, commends her on the progress of her new “novel” (Cross Creek), 
and regales her with the wonders of Classical music ([31 March]). Three 
months later, the tide of Marjorie’s racial rhetoric changes again: “My maid 
Idella, who has been with me since October, is still the answer to prayer. . . . 
She doesn’t drink, she isn’t interested in men, she borrows my books, and 
likes the same movies I like!” (23 June 1941).
 In spite of her perpetual backsliding, Marjorie tried hard to treat the 
Blacks with kindness and understanding. She gave them food, paid them 
by comparison high wages, got them out of jail, and listened to their stories 
and litany of sorrows, all at the risk of alienating the Crackers and other 
white bosses trying to hire workers. In several instances, the Blacks she 
oversaw became her friends. And she vigorously defended them against the 
verbal onslaught of the Crackers and on occasion her friends in Ocala and 
in Jacksonville. Her treatment of Parker and Martha “Old Martha” Mickens, 
to whom she was indebted equally for helping her, are but examples of her 
conflicted prejudice. The two of them, most prominent among many others, 
helped Marjorie not only to maintain a relatively comfortable lifestyle but 
to survive in rural Florida in the 1940s. For a middle-aged, divorced woman 
such survival was an accomplishment. For the Blacks in her employ it was 
nearly a miracle.
 The intimate nature of these letters reflects the personality of the re-
lationship. Julia was not only a listener; she was an advocate. Nowhere is 
her advocacy more apparent than in her blunt, daughterly approach to one 
of Marjorie’s enduring foibles, her abuse of alcohol. Marjorie had been a 
social drinker since her student days at the University of Wisconsin. As a 
young married, not entirely prepared for the vicissitudes of wedlock, Mar-
jorie’s taste for alcohol did little for her domestic situation as her immature 


